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Aside from #NLI2014 (yes I’m
hashtagging it again haha)
approaching, this magazine
continues bringing attention to the
great aspects of our beloved fraternity.
For the most undergrads, the school
year has finished which means many
of our brothers are graduating at high
volumes with even one entity at a
100% rate. We will highlight the
academic and leadership
achievements of that entity.
While we are graduating our brothers,
we are also serving our communities.
We even had one of our brothers take
their humanitarian talents (in L ebron’s
Voice) abroad and received college
credit for it. Be on lookout for that story
as well as a message from United
Way, our newest national partner.
This edition will also give a social
recap of the spring semester from
supporting our fellow greek
organization to competing and winning
stroll competitions on the local and
national level. It appears the trend of
winning stroll competitions has gone
up this year, at least from our
vantage point. This will only make this
year’s regional stroll competition at
#NLI2014 highly competive.

Moreover, we’ve experienced amazing
growth in our brotherhood internally
and externally. We will highlight one
of our newest colonies who has made
ODPhi’s presence known on their
campus in such a short period of time
despite their challenging and unique
situation.
Since our previous edition, we have
summoned two brothers to our Omega
Chapter: Juan Carlos Meza Jr. and
Daniel closure This edition will give a
quick glimpes of who these brothers
were and how they will be
remembered. Even though many may
not have known who they were, we
are certain their stories will help you
relate to them. For the brothers who
knew our fallen brothers, we hope
this will help you appreciate the great
times you had with them while hoping
for closure.
In closing, we want to thank everyone
for the support you have brought to
this magazine and we hope this
quarterly edition “informs” and
“inspires” you with every word.
Enjoy the magazine and See you in
Utah!
KNIIIIIIIGHTS!!!!!
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President’s Page

By Jacob-Aidan Martinez

The President’s Office is busier than ever! Aside from
planning conference, this semester has proven that this gig
is really special. It just dawned on me that we are officially
I hoped you all are as excited for NLI as I am! It’s going to be a halfway done with our terms. It feels like I just started
blast. The conference committee and I have been working so
yesterday and still have a lot of ideas, energy, and fight in
hard to make sure that everything is ready to go next week. We me. This semester was tough as we saw tragedy strike
are so happy to once again be in each other’s presence. Aside early in the year. That event set the tone for my semester
from conference planning I have kept extremely busy this
and it just seemed like every month something else
semester. We have not only had one of the roughest
happened that wasn’t very positive. Yet, despite the
semesters, but we’ve also had one of the busiest.
constant conference calls and emails between the Board of
Directors, Insurance Providers, Legal Team, and Brothers
The Undergraduate Affairs Office has been busy this semester with everyday issues; I kept my head up. I was still able to
as we have been looking to revamp the Entity Action Plan. Last juggle all that and manage to get everything else we needed
NUC, several entities had asked to create a committee to help
done, such as our annual reports, renewals, etc.
revise the plan. Our VP of Undergraduate Affairs, John Rojas,
has set the motion forward to revamp the plan this fall
This semester I also took the front as the “representative”
semester. The Regional Directors have been very busy too,
of Omega Delta Phi and really got out there in the Higher
trying to keep their chapters at their healthiest. It is good to
Ed and Greek Life Communities. I met with several leaders
see an increase in membership and in entities. Our Director
and directors at the annual Association Fraternity/Sorority
of Programming, Bryan Garcia, has been busy this semester
Advisors (AFA) in Orlando, FL to tighten our relationships at
with offering several professional presentations. I encourage
universities around the nation. Also, this year at the annual
all brothers to take advantage next time they are offered. The
North-American Interfraternity Conference (NIC) meeting in
presentations provided basic career skills like updating/creating Atlanta, GA. I met with all the National Presidents and BOD
a resume, and other tips on how to land a job. At NLI, we will
Members that represented all the Multicultural/Hispanic
get to hear from our new philanthropy, the United Way. They will founded fraternities. I made an agreement that we would not
present to the NUC so that we can actively engage with them in only support each other on the university level but also on
hopes to give members ideas to take back to their entities. It’s
the NIC so that we can be heard. We felt that our voices our
great to see all the hard work coming out of this department.
often silent as our organizations are small fish in an even
bigger sea. I’m excited with how everything has worked
Behind the scenes, our Operations office is doing work. Our
out so far. I’m happy with the work that my team has done
Intake Director, Emanuel Diaz, is getting ready to release
since we started last year. I look forward to seeing where all
the newest up-to-date PM manual. Our Expansion Director,
this work will take us as we head into a new future with new
Anthony Fashe, has been working hard to complete and get
beginnings.
packets out to interested universities. I’m happy to announce
that we have 3 new schools lined up for the fall semester. This
See you all next week!
would be one of the biggest years in expansion history since
Be safe! Travel safe!
the beginning of ODPhi with 8 new entities being
Have fun and stay Hype!
created this year. The Expansion Team and I have been
working hard, meeting with Greek Life Directors and seeking
help from Alumni to get our names out there. Our technology
has changed since last time we met too. Our Director of
Technology, Jesus Apodaca, and his team got our server issue
fixed. This past semester we moved everything over to new
servers to eliminate the constant crashes we were
experiencing. I am happy to announce that we have completely
moved everything and all is back up and running. At NLI, Jesus
will present to all the entities on how to build their very own
chapter websites. Chapters will have the opportunity to choose
templates to help them build their website in the event they
aren’t as tech-savvy. Our marketing is still better than ever, with
the constant flow of flyers, announcements and our 7 Visions
Magazine. It’s good to see the team shaping our organization
and fixing all the minor things that were needed.
Brothers,
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Academics
RECAP

By Ruben Moody

The commitment that our brothers have to our academic success is unparalleled throughout the school year, but is most
evident in the spring when graduations typically occur. Final exams, projects, and presentations occupied much of
brother’s time in the last few weeks of the semester, but we still managed to complete each task. There were countless
brothers who made it through their last round of finals as undergraduate students and participated in graduation
ceremonies. A majority of the brothers who were awarded degrees this semester were undergraduates, however
numerous brothers earned Master’s degrees. Brother Gabriel Avila from UC Merced (Alpha Psi) completed a Master’s in
Mechanical Engineering at San Jose State University, while Manny Pelaez from the University of the Pacific (Alpha Nu)
earned his MFA in Industrial Design.
Most of our entities had at least one brother finish their undergraduate degrees this semester, accomplishing the main
goal of our fraternity, graduating our members. Assisting our brothers in graduating has long been a crucial value for our
organization and will continue to be. In this edition, you will read of Many entities have extremely high graduation rates,
but only one entity, Northwestern University (Alpha Alpha) has maintained a 100% graduation since establishing in 1997,
graduating over 50 brothers from one of the top universities in the nation.

Alpha Chapter
Texas Tech University

Gamma Chapter
University of Arizona

Beta Chapter
University of Texas El Paso

Delta Chapter
Texas A&M

Epsilon Chapter
Arizona State
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Graduation

Eta Chapter
Sam Houston State

Xi Chapter
University of Oklahoma

Tau Chapter
UT-Arilington

Theta Chapter
West Texas A&M

Omicron Chapter
University of Wisconsin-Parkside

Upsilon Chapter
Washington State

Lambda Chapter
University of Washington

Pi Chapter
University of Houston

Chi Chapter
University of Texas
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Graduation

Alpha Alpha Chapter
Northwestern

Alpha Eta Chapter
University of New Mexico

Alpha Mu Chapter
Texas A&M-Kingsville

Alpha Beta Chapter
Michigan State

Alpha Theta Chapter
Oregon State

Alpha Nu Chapter
University of Pacific

Alpha Zeta Chapter
UW- Milwaukee

Alpha Kappa Chapter
Cal. St Monteray Bay

Alpha Xi Chapter
Baylor University
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Graduation

Alpha Omicron
UT-Dallas

Alpha Sigma
UI Urbana-Champaign

Alpha Phi Chapter
UNLV

Alpha Pi Chapter
St. Mary’s University

Alpha Tau
Texas A&M- International

Alpha Chi Chapter
University of North Texas

Alpha Rho Chapter
Texas Southern

Alpha Upsilon
University of Florida

Alpha Psi Chapter
UC-Merced
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Graduation

Beta Alpha Chapter
Northeastern Illinois

Beta Zeta Chapter
University of Utah

UHD Colony
University of Houston-Downtown

Beta Beta Chapter
CSU-Dominguez Hills

UCO Colony
University of Central Oklahoma

TAMUSA Colony
Texas A&M San Antonio

Beta Gamma Chapter
Eastern Washington University

UIC Colony
University of Illinois- Chicago

CSU Stansilaus Colony
Cal State. Stansilaus
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Joseph Gallardo: Achieving
the Goal of Our Brotherhood
By Anthony Fashe

Edited by Lateef Ipaye
One of the goals of Omega Delta Phi is to graduate our Brothers with the highest level of academic success. Joseph
Gllardo is a unique example of this goal.
Graduating from the University of Texas at Austin with a 3.87 GPA, he was involved on campus with multiple roles such
as Longhorn Link academic success coach, peer mentor, participant in the Intellectual Entrepreneurship Pre- Graduate
Internship, and a legislative intern at the Texas Capitol.
Through his determination, perseverance, and heart Joseph has been able to overcome many academic hurdles. He
describes the beginning of his academic career as a shaky one.
“I attended six different high schools. Although that is a lot of schools, I alternated between those six schools multiple
times and had to enroll/re-enroll about 15 times,” he said.
“During my sophomore year at Judson High School in Converse, Texas, I left home, dropped out for a year. I returned to
school the following year and ultimately graduated in six years on the “minimum plan,” second to last in my class.”
After completing his high school degree Joseph faced a new challenge, college life. He started in Palo AltoCollege (San
Antonio) for two years. From there he was able to apply to a four-year institute, The University of Texas at Austin.
At the beginning Joseph had some doubts. “I was way out of my league there” he explained. “I felt like I was surrounded
by a bunch of geniuses from the second I stepped foot on campus and I just really wanted to fit in.”
Despite what Joseph described as his “troublesome ways,” he overcame it through support from his family along staying
dedicated to school.
“I knew getting on track with my education was the best way to repay everyone’s loyalty and constant encouragement,”
Joseph said. “I knew greater things were coming my way but that I’d have to go out and make them happen. Education is
really just my ticket to a better life for my family and me.”
For Joseph, it wasn’t just his family that fueled him to complete college. It was his detractors as well. “There were just as
many people that put me down and laughed at me when I was low. I keep those people in mind along the way” he
described. “I never forget anything bad that was said or done to me and those people fire up my motivation just as much
as anyone else can.”
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Joseph Gallardo: Achieving
the Goal of Our Brotherhood
Continued

In the midst of the path to academic success Joseph found Omega Delta Phi. In spring of 2013 he became part of the
Alpha Epsilon line at Chi Chapter, University of Texas at Austin.
During the prospective member program, Joseph achieved a 4.0 GPA. He credited the support system of his pledge
brothers and the active members for motivating him to maintain his level of academic achievement
“The process has a strong emphasis on academics and I really took that to heart,” Joseph said about achieving a 4.0.
“A lot of brothers rallied behind me after that and always made me feel like I had to maintain that. With all of the support
the Brotherhood constantly gave me, it was hard to let myself slip up. They make you realize you’re capable of that much
more.”

Brother Joseph completed a degree in Public Relations and earned a Red McCombs Business Foundations certification.
Following his graduation he was accepted into the prestigious Archer Fellowship Program.
He will live, work, and learn in our nation’s capital while completing UT Austin coursework taught by esteemed professors
and gain hands-on work experience in an internship of their choice. In the fall of 2014, after his fellowship, he will be
interning for the San Antonio Spurs as he awaits responses from Law Schools.
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Community Service
RECAP

By Denny Esquivel & Jose Fabian Jimenez
Giving back to the community and our philanthropies on a consistent basis from the bottom of our hearts is what sets
Omega Delta Phi apart from other organizations. Across the nation, our members focus on making a positive difference in
their respective areas all year long.
Many things can bring groups of people together; in this case we focus on the desire to serve our surrounding
communities and those less fortunate around us. Brothers from the University of Texas-Austin (Chi) won the President’s
Volunteer Award-Gold Level for the third year in a row, after completing over 2,500 hours of service this school year and
over 6,000 hours in the past three years.
The central regions of ODPhi and KDChi both have shown a lot of support to their surrounding communities in continued
efforts, such as the Boys and Girls Club Service event they hosted at Texas Tech University.
Pi chapter, the University of Houston-Downtown, is also very active with their service as shown here showing support at
the annual Avon Cancer Walk.
Some take on more challenging callings to do service which in turn end up being more rewarding such as that
experienced by David Carruba from the University of Wisconsin-Parkside who took a trip to Tanzania to help their
communities.
Community service is that light that we, as a brotherhood, shine upon the world. There are many things that inspire us to
make a difference. From cleaning parks and highways, to raising money for our philanthropies and families of our fallen
friends, our brothers give their time and effort to help others in need. Serving our philanthropies is very important and can
open a lot of doors for our members. And helping out families of our fallen friends is almost like a must for us.It has been a
trying year in our fraternity due to several losses we have encountered but rest assured, we will keep their legacies alive.

Chi Chapter
Excellence in Community Service

Central Region
Boy’s and Girls Club with KDChi
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Community Service

Northwest Region
Regional Service Event

East Texas Region
Service Fundraiser

Beta Delta Chapter
Keep Trukee Meadows Beatuiful
Service Event

Chi Chapter
UT Campus Tour with the
Young Knights

Alpha Kappa Chapter
CASA Service Event

Pi Chapter
Avon Cancer Walk

Rho Chapter
12 Annual Eggstravaganza
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A Message from United Way
By Edwin Goutier

Hello Brothers of Omega Delta Phi,
My name is Edwin Goutier, Manager of Young Adult Engagement for United Way Worldwide. We at United Way share
your commitment to community, and now we’re thrilled to partner with you in creating lasting change in yours. As your
official philanthropy of choice, United Way is excited to engage with you in hands-on community service.
As part of the agreement, United Way will provide chapters with one-on-one technical assistance in the planning and
execution of fundraising and volunteer activities. With more than 1,100 United Ways across the United States, brothers
will have an opportunity to build relationships with local United Way staff who will empower chapters to improve lives
on and off campus. Beyond service and philanthropy, United Way will provide leadership development opportunities to
brothers and will aggressively promote the great work occurring across the country through online and offline channels.
Over the next few months, we’re going to give you the resources to give, advocate and volunteer in your neighborhood,
city and beyond. Together, we will improve the lives of kids in your area. If you and your fellow club members are ready
to plan a fundraising or volunteer activity today, please email student@unitedway.org with your request. I will connect you
with your local United Way and help you get started. Some of you also have Student United Way clubs on your campus
who would be eager to partner with you on future projects. Again, I’m happy to make those connections.
We hope our partnership will help you grow personally and professionally. Your involvement with United Way will offer
opportunities to build meaningful relationships and develop leadership skills. We look forward to LIVING UNITED with you!
All the best,
Edwin Goutier / Manager, Young Adult Engagement / United Way Worldwide
701 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria, VA 22314, USA / tel: +1 703.836.7112 x 331 / mobile: +1 954.806.9825 /
GIVE. | ADVOCATE. | VOLUNTEER. | LIVE UNITED™
www.unitedway.org | Alternative Spring Break | Student United Way on Facebook
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David Carruba: Serving Beyond the
Comfort Zone, Serving Across the
World
By: Denny Esquivel

Members of Omega Delta Phi embody the meaning of
being selfless to the fullest extent. While many of our
chapters across the nation host annual service events,
adopt highways for clean up, or partner with
organizations in efforts to help the less fortunate, it
opens our eyes to the difference that we make in our
respective communities. Some chapters have travelled
across state lines to make a difference, while
individual brothers have traveled across the world in
hopes to do the same.
David Carruba, a recent graduate and brother from
Omicron Chapter at the University of Wisconsin at
Parkside, traveled to Kilimanjaro, Tanzania. As David
was doing research on the Peace Corps, he stumbled
upon an international nonprofit organization
headquartered in New York City, Cross-Cultural
Solutions. The organization offers 2 to 12 week
volunteer abroad experiences all around the world,
and promote a “mini Peace Corps” experience for their
volunteers.
David lived with about thirteen other volunteers from
around the world. The volunteers did various activities
during their two weeks there. On separate occasions,
they got the opportunity to swim in waterfall, visit a
local orphanage, and also went on a three day trip to
the safari. Normally, their mornings consisted of being
at their volunteer placements. And during the
afternoons, the volunteers did various cultural
excursions.

David received credit hours through the
Cross-Cultural Solutions trip

“We learned a lot about social issues in the area, such as
problems in the public education system, and the prevalence of
female genital mutilation,” recall Carruba.
Having a huge passion for working with issues in child welfare,
education, homelessness, and poverty, David expresses that the
experience was a very important one for him. He felt as if though
he never really experienced life, until witnessing many people in
the area living day-to-day with the bare minimum.
“What really stuck out to me was that even though everyone was
so poor, they were the most welcoming and community-oriented
people I have ever seen in my life,” he explained.
After discussing the trip with his department at the university,
David was able to turn his volunteer experience into a 4-credit
internship towards his education.
Cross-Cultural Solutions has done a good job of finding work
placement to specific needs and prepared their volunteers well for
trips. David definitely recommends others to get involved with this
program.
David Carruba has met main two goals of Omega Delta Phi
through his volunteer experience in Kilimanjaro, Tanzania: service
and graduation.
Now that he has graduated, David plans to serve in the Peace
Corp. The experience with Cross-Cultural Solutions has been “a
good way to get my feet wet,” as David said.
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Xi Chapter Fundraises in
Support Of One of Their Own
By Lateef Ipaye

In his first active semester at Xi, Jose De Leon wanted to bring some fresh ideas to our OU chapter. Jose hosted
numerous social mixers with organizations as the chapter’s social chair. When it came to “ODPhi’s Philanthropy Week,”
Jose took on the challenge to chair it.
“I was determined to make it a unique and successful week of events,” he explained. “My goal was simply to make our
week go from good to great. I naturally have an entrepreneur mind and I was able to translate that into our fraternity.”
Xi coordinated three events for the philanthropy week: Brother Against Drunk Driving (BADD), Xo Tight Xi (XTX) Benefit
Concert, and “Jail N’ Bail.” BADD is an event many entities have every year in memory of Brother Noe Israel Sandoval.
Sandoval, a brother from Sam Houston State, passed away in a car accident while driving under the influence.
“It (BADD) serves the purpose of informing students, including those of the Greek community, of the consequences of
driving under the influence.” “I was able to bring in Officer Carl Pendleton, former OU Football defensive lineman, as our
guest speaker for our presentation.”

Former OU Football Player
Officer Carl Pendelton speaking to the
B.A.D.D. attendees

XTX Benefit Concert included performances from
Xi Alumnus Jook Mode aka Jeff Rogers, Lil Switch
and Gracie Ramirez

Sigma Lambda among participants
in the Jail N’ Bail

The XTX Benefit Concert was the first of its kind at the chapter. Jose got in contact with local artists to perform, some of
which included current OU students and Xi alumni. “I was able to get them to join the cause and agree to perform for free,
this really allowed us to make the concert into a fundraiser, he said. “Then, I compiled the track list and sent them to the
DJ to sync them together for the performance.”
The Jail N’ Bail event was the most creative but also the most difficult event of the three A jail cell was set up at the OU
South Oval, heart of student traffic in which girls/princesses were locked up. Patrons would have to donate in order to
rescue them. In return, donors received some cake and lemonade. Jose mentioned most difficult aspect of the event was
building the jail cell from scratch. He made it out of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes and connectors.
“At one point, this project seemed like it wasn’t going to be possible to create but I was persistent and eventually was able
to find and order the remaining parts online,” Jose said about creating the jail cell. “Planning the logistics of the event was
another headache but, with the help of my Brothers, we hashed out the details and proceeded to book a location and girls.
I gathered girls, from several sororities and current Miss Hispanic OU 2014, to volunteer to spend 30 minutes each inside
the cell. In the end, we all had a great time, enjoyed the event, and raised a good amount of money.”
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Xi Chapter Fundraises in
Support Of One of Their Own
Continued
In the past, the week has been more of social week but De Leon revamped the week in what he described should much
more reflexive of what the fraternity stands for.
“At Xi Chapter we always keep in mind our two primary goals (graduate our members and serve our communities) and
aim to fulfill them in everything that we do,” he explained. “Making our week this time lean more towards service was a
direct reflection of the purpose in our Brotherhood. We strive, time and time again, to live up to our values and that is the
very reason why we thrive”.
With the help and support of the OU community, Xi fundraised over $1000 with all of the proceeds going to medical
expenses of Xi alumnus Adrian Cervantes. Adrian, who crossed into the brotherhood as a part of Xi’s Beta Class, is
battling stage 4 of colon cancer and leukemia.
As recent as earlier this year, multiple brothers have visited Adrian at the hospital in Houston U Adrian has expressed his
thanks to the fraternity for the continued support.The philanthropy week left the chapter with a great feeling being able to
help Adrian.
“My Brothers and I have a strong desire to help others and knowing that we were able to support Brother Adrian
emotionally and financially leaves us with a great feeling,” Jose explained. “I am humbled to have had the opportunity
to work with an extraordinary group of such good hearted and dedicated people. We truly appreciate one another and it
shows through our support for our Brother, after all, this is what makes us a family.”
For more information on how you can donate to Adrian’s fund, visit this gofundme link: http://www.gofundme.com/7114x4
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Leadership

RECAP

By Ruben Moody
Edited by Denny

Our brothers continue to be the top leaders on their respective campuses and in our surrounding communities. John
Castellanos, from Northwestern University (Alpha Alpha), earned the Hispanic/ Latino Student Affairs Heritage award.
Kenny Anderson, from Texas A&M-Kingsville (Alpha Mu), was recognized as being the Greek Man of the Year on his
campus. Angel Maldonado was selected as the Outstanding Graduate Student Award, while Ruben Moody was given the
Outstanding Transfer Student Award; both from the University of the Pacific (Alpha Nu). Josh Frazier, of the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside (Omicron), earned The Legacy Award at his campus’ Student Leadership & Recognition Banquet.
At the group level, brothers are also being recognized for going above and beyond as leaders. Brother at the University of
California-Merced (Alpha Psi) were awarded the Chapter Development Award from their Greek Council. Eastern
Washington University recieved Student Organization of the Year for the second year in a row. Brother from the University
of Utah (Beta Zeta) earned the Dean’s Award of Excellence for Outstanding Chapter Performance after another strong
year.

John Castellanos
Hispanic/Latino Student
Affairs Heritage Award

Beta Gamma Chapter
Student Organization of the Year

Kenny Anderson
Greek Man of the Year

East Texas Region
Regional Conference

Joshua Frazier
The Legacy Award

Central Region
Regional Pig Roast Weekend
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DACA: Deferred Action for
Child Arrivals
By Jose Fabian Jimenez
During the current complicated and sometimes controversial immigration climate which illegal immigrants are facing in this
country, paperwork is the last thing we should be focusing on. And even though that is the case, the United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has a form for everything and anything you may ever want to do with them.
The main focus of this is not the amount of paper they make us use, but rather the things that we should be paying
attention to; for instance DACA. DACA, formally known as Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, is a memorandum
authored by the Obama administration on June 15th, 2012. It was implemented by the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security, Janet Napolitano. It directs the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS), and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to practice prosecutorial discretion
towards some individuals who immigrated illegally into the United States as children. A grant of deferred removal action
does not confer lawful immigration status, alter an individual’s existing immigration status, or provide a path to citizenship.
The Migration Policy Institute has estimated that 1.76 million people can benefit from this new policy. Of the population
only 72% meet the required age of 15 and older. The other 28% are under 15; forcing them to wait until they are eligible
to apply. Also, about 350,000 young adult immigrants that have not completed high school or attained their GED can still
apply as long as they re-enroll prior to the date they plan to submit their application. On a broader view, potential eligible
young immigrants are distributed around the United States. California, Texas, Florida, New York, and Illinois are the five
main states that have the largest number of potential beneficiaries. Most of the individuals, 74% of the eligible population,
were born in Mexico or Central America. Others come from Caribbean and South America (11%), Asia (9%), and the rest
of the world (6%).
Individuals who request deferred action must have:
-Been under the age of 31 on June 15, 2012
-Arrived to the United States before reaching their 16th birthday.
-Continuously resided in the United States from June 15, 2007 (last five years) to the present.
-Been physically present in the United States on June 15, 2012, as well as at the time of requesting deferred action from
USCIS.
-Entered without inspection before June 15, 2012, or had any lawful immigration status expired on or before June 15,
2012.
-Been in school at the time of application, or have already graduated or obtained a certificate of completion from high
school, or have obtained a general education development (GED) certificate, or are an honorably discharged veteran of
the U.S. Coast Guard or the U.S. Armed Forces.
-Not been convicted of a felony, significant misdemeanor, or three or more other misdemeanors, and do not otherwise
pose a threat to national security or public safety.
Application
On August 15, 2012, the USCIS released the forms necessary to apply for DACA. Individuals are not required to have
legal representation to apply, and may submit the forms directly to the USCIS. The application fee is $465 ($380 for the
processing fee plus $85 for the biometrics analysis).
Forms required to apply
-[Form I-821D] Application for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival
-[Form I-765] Application for Employment Authorization
-[Form I-765WS] Worksheet for Application for Employment Authorization
-Application fee: $465 ($380 processing fee plus $85 biometrics fee)
Supporting documentation
The USCIS requires documentation that establishes physical presence and continuous residence in the United States. A
number of documents are accepted, including: proof of Identity, passport or national identity document from your country
of origin, birth certificate with photo identification, school or military identification with photo, any U.S. government
immgraztion document or other document bearing your name and photo, proof you came to the U.S. before your 16th
birthday, passport with admission stamp, form I-94/I-95/I-94W, school records from the U.S. schools you have attended,
any Immigration and Naturalization Services or DHS document stating your date of entry [Form I-862, Notice to Appear],
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DACA: Deferred Action for
Child Arrivals
Continued
Travel records, Hospital or medical records, Proof of immigration status, Form I-94/I-95/I-94W with authorized stay
expiration date, Final order of exclusion, deportation, or removal issued as of June 15, 2012, a charging documentation
placing you into removal proceedings, proof you continuously resided in the U.S. since June 15, 2007, employment
records. (Pay stubs, W-2 Forms, etc.), school records (letters, report cards, etc.), military records (Form DD-214 or NGB
Form 22), official records from a religious entity confirming participation in a religious ceremony, birth Certificate of U.S.C.
children, deeds, mortgages, rental agreement contracts, proof of your Student Status at the time of Requesting
Consideration of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, school records (transcripts, report cards, etc.) from the school that
you are currently attending in the United States showing the name(s) of the school(s) and periods of school attendance
and the current educational or grade level, U.S. High School Diploma or Certificate of Completion, U.S. GED Certificate
State-level legislation
Not all states have made a stance for or against DACA. Many governors are waiting for more statistics that reveal how
many applicants actually qualify for deferred action before they adjust existing legislation. However, some states,
especially the border states, have already announced changes.
California
To assist those eligible under the program, the state of California has agreed to support those who receive a DACA grant
by allowing access to a state driver’s license, provided that such individuals participate in specific state guidelines (such
as paying income taxes).
Arizona
Arizona became the first state to oppose President Obama’s order for DACA when Governor Jan Brewer issued a
counter-order that prevents those with deferred status from receiving any state benefits. This has caused some
controversy, as eligible and approved applicants would still be unable to obtain a driver’s license.
Illinois
In a New York Times interview, Mayor Rahm Emanuel of Chicago stated that he wants to make Chicago the “most
immigrant-friendly city in the country;” in addition to offering in-state tuition for undocumented immigrants, he has also
made plans for an ordinance that would prevent undocumented immigrants with no criminal background from being turned
over to immigration enforcement agencies.
Texas
Although in-state tuition is still offered, Governor Rick Perry announced his opposition to DACA by distributing a letter
to all state agencies, meant “to ensure that all Texas agencies understand that Secretary Napolitano’s guidelines confer
absolutely no legal status whatsoever to any illegal alien who qualifies for the federal ‘deferred action’ designation.”
Michigan
In October 2012, the Michigan Secretary of State, Ruth Johnson, announced that Michigan will not issue drivers licenses
or state identification of any kind to beneficiaries of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. In making this decision, it was
clear that the Secretary of State erroneously conflated the notion of “lawful presence,” which is required under Michigan
Law to issue a drivers license, and “lawful status,” a different legal concept entirely. USCIS has made it clear that DACA
beneficiaries do not possess legal status, but does not state that DACA beneficiaries are unlawfully present, and in fact,
states that DACA beneficiaries will not accrue unlawful presence time here while they are in this deferred action status.
The Secretary of State relied upon USCIS’ own explanation, which discusses legal status, not lawful presence. In
response to this policy, the ACLU filed a lawsuit against Secretary Johnson alleging that he policy violated both Michigan
Law and the U.S. Constitution. On January 18, 2013, USCIS updated their Frequently Asked Questions about DACA
clarifying, among other things, that DACA beneficiaries are, in fact, lawfully present in the United States. On February 1,
2013, Secretary Ruth Johnson reversed her policy and began issuing drivers licenses to DACA beneficiaries on February
19, 2013.
This article is solely for informational purposes and is not in any way intended to be legal advice. Please consult
a licensed immigration attorney for any questions.
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Leadership Spotlight:
Alpha Alpha Chapter
by Jose Fabian Jimenez

3rd Annual Cesar Chavez
Commemorative Day of Service
Teamwork can be defined in more than one
way. But more importantly, we don’t always
seem to have the best examples to explain
teamwork. This issue, however, in honor
of teamwork and working toward the same
goals, we decided to feature Omega Delta
Phi’s Alpha Alpha Chapter from Northwestern
Illinois University in Evanston, Illinois.
They have an ingrained long standing tradition of teamwork and it has allowed them
to put many programs into place that only
strengthen their chapter. They are actually
the only chapter in our nation that can claim
100% graduation rate, meaning every brother
that has crossed has walked the graduation
stage. They currently boast 51 alumni from
the time the chapter was founded who come
back and support them in more ways than
outsiders can see.
Second only to academics and graduating
our brothers, we have a large focus on
servicing our surrounding communities and
these gentlemen excel at it. Their Young
Knights Leadership Academy program was
formally established back in 2009 and it is still
active. The brothers from this chapter help
high school students from local Evanston
Township High School with academics and
various other different programs during the
school year.

One other significant event that many
of the chapter’s brothers are always
proud to talk about is the Cesar
Chavez day of Service. This year,
on April 5th, they celebrated its third
occurrence. They were able to attract
more than 80 local volunteers, which
was their largest number to date. They
worked on various sites across the
Chicago area. The notable sites were
a literacy and reading workshop at
the Evanston Public Library, a beach
clean up in Chicago’s north side, a
neighborhood beautification project in
Chicago’s historic Back of the Yards
neighborhood in the south side of the
city, workshops and packaging of safe
sex kits at the Howard Brown Health
Center for LGBTQ youth, and finally
involvement in the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center in the city’s Humboldt
Park neighborhood.
“This year’s programming provides
dynamic and social oriented
experiences for participants. From the
event’s inception in 2012, the brothers
at Northwestern wanted to provide
our fellow Wildcats a peek into what
life is like in different parts of Chicago,
encouraging them to leave the safety
and comfort of the ‘northwestern
bubble’ to engage and work for
under-served communities across the
city, if only for one day.” – Edgar V.
Another project Alpha Alpha is known
for is the Silver Rose Banquet. They
have hosted the banquet annually
since its inception in 2007. In the first
year, the chapter issued a $500.00
scholarship to then undergraduate
student Allie Silver. Silver used the
award to complete a service project in
South America for which she brought
music to communities deprived of the
arts..

The vision of the brothers that started this
project, as well as those after, allowed the
event to evolve from awarding not only a
scholarship to one undergraduate woman
the first year to awarding, but also awarding
a $500.00 scholarship to an outstanding
student from the Young Knights
Leadership Academy. Qualified applicants
for each award must have a strong
academic record, the ability to demonstrate
community involvement, and exhibit outstanding character. The ideal recipient will
embody the sacraments of unity, honesty,
integrity and leadership.
Many attribute the success of the chapter
to the individual success of their members,
which directly relates to their amazing
recruitment. Every one of their members
is involved in and out of school. All of their
members are involved in off campus
activities such as community service projects, and on campus their members participate in such activities as ASG Senator,
Vice-president of the National Association
of Hispanic Journalists, featured performer
in the NU New York Theater Showcase,
president of the Polish-American Student
Alliance.
Their current membership also boasts being
the recipients of awards and honors such
as Gamma Theta Upsilon Honor Fraternity,
Campus Life award, 2013 Weinberg Travel
Grant recipient among others.
In the long term, chapter is looking forward
to continue their current traditions and of
course continue the quarterly recruitment of
strong members that will be able to upkeep
and improve upon their current overall
success.
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NAA Update
Brothers,

Local Alumni Council (LAC)

We are one-quarter of the way into
my Chairmanship and there are some
exciting things brewing.

Robert Maloney, Association
Development Director, will be
coordinating a LAC meeting on
Tuesday, July 8, 2014 for all
recognized Local Alumni Associations.
If you have any questions please
contact development@alumniknights.
org.

Graduate/Professional Intake
Program

NAA Board
Nick Pesina
NAA Chairman
chairman@alumknights.org
Gonzalo Cagigal II
Vice Chairman
vice.chairman@alumknights.org
Robert Maloney
Association Development Chair
development@alumknights.org
Oscar Rodriguez
IT/Marketing/PR Director
communications@alumknights.org
Hugo Sanchez
Finance Chair
finance@alumknights.org
Judas Mireles
LAC Representative
lac.rep@alumknights.org
Julio Maldonado
BOD Representative
bod.rep@alumknights.org

I want to thank the brothers that
provided feedback to the survey
requesting feedback with respect to a
Graduate/Professional Intake Program. We had over a hundred responses with quality input. The NAA will
continue to study a Graduate/
Professional Intake Program. If you
are a member of a Local Alumni
Association or a prospective alumni
association interested in participating
in a pilot-project, please reach Oscar
Rodriguez at
communications@alumniknights.org.
Undergraduate-Alumni Mentorship
Initiative

We have a lot going on and we hope
to bring on a few more Local Alumni
Associations before the end of the
year. Please feel free to contact the
NAA if you have any questions,
comments, or concerns.
Still Hype,
Nick Pesina
Chairman | National Alumni
Association
Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc.

The NAA is currently forming the basis
for a Undergraduate-Alumni
Mentorship program pairing
undergraduates alumni currently in
similar fields of interest. Our goal is to
allow every alumni an opportunity to
have a mentor by reaching
these primary objectives: (1) help our
undergraduate members find mentors
in their areas of interest, (2) rekindle
the burning desire of alumni, and (3)
improving retention and graduation
rates among the fraternity. If you are
an alumnus interested in joining this
initiative please contact the Gonzalo
Cagigal at
vice.chairman@alumniknights.org.
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Graduate/ Professional Intake Program Survey Results

After reviewing all of the qualitative and quantitative input submitted by brothers regarding a potential
graduate/professional intake program, below are the results of the data.

We had a total of ninety-nine (99) total responses with a breakdown of 57.58% alumni responses and
42.42% active member responses and a margin of error of +/- 2%.

“Having a graduate intake program is important to the long term growth of the fraternity with
respect to professional networking and leveraging resources.”
Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

5.36%

12.20%

8.08%

Disagree

7.14%

2.44%

5.05%

Neutral

1.79%

4.88%

3.03%

Agree

16.07%

19.51%

17.17%

Strongly Agree

69.64%

60.98%

66.67%

“Having a graduate intake program is an important part to our road-map to become a more
established organization.”
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Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

5.36%

9.76%

7.07%

Disagree

7.14%

2.44%

5.05%

Neutral

1.79%

7.32%

4.04%

Agree

25.00%

19.51%

22.22%

Strongly Agree

60.71%

60.98%

61.62%

“Having a graduate intake program would help recruitment nationally.”

Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

0.00%

9.76%

4.04%

Disagree

7.14%

0.00%

4.04%

Neutral

10.71%

7.32%

9.09%

Agree

25.00%

26.83%

25.25%

Strongly Agree

57.14%

56.10%

57.58%

“Having a graduate intake program would help recruitment at my local entity.”

Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

1.79%

12.20%

6.06%

Disagree

7.14%

4.88%

6.06%

Neutral

23.21%

19.51%

21.21%
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Agree

35.71%

31.71%

33.33%

Strongly Agree

32.14%

31.71%

33.33%

“Having a graduate intake program would help us achieve the purpose of the fraternity.”

Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

1.79%

7.32%

4.04%

Disagree

5.36%

4.88%

5.05%

Neutral

5.36%

0.00%

3.03%

Agree

14.29%

31.71%

21.21%

Strongly Agree

73.21%

56.10%

66.67%

“Having a graduate intake program would help us achieve the goals of the fraternity.”

Alumni (57)

Active (42)

All (99)

Strongly Disagree

3.57%

7.32%

5.05%

Disagree

7.14%

4.88%

6.06%

Neutral

3.57%

7.32%

5.05%

Agree

23.21%

31.71%

26.26%

Strongly Agree

62.50%

48.78%

57.58%

SUMMARY
Based on many of your responses, comments, and input provided, both for and against, a few things
were clear about the potential program:
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1. There is a clear perceived need by both alumni and active membership (85.71% strongly
agree/ agree) to establish a long term sustainable program for professional/ graduate intake
that supports a path towards membership in order to meet the goals of:
a. long term growth as an organization;
b. continued recruitment of quality involved members;
c. as a part of our growth trend towards sharing the same characteristics as other more
established national organizations.
2. The intake processes for graduate/professional prospective members and undergraduate
prospective members have different characteristics due to the nature of the participants. Both
programs have the same goal of developing quality members to serve the brotherhood and
community, however, the process/path to reach those goals will vary for each group.
3. What are the next steps?
a. The NAA will work with participating alumni associations (LAAs) to collect information
on needs they have as entities.
b. The NAA will also work with participating local chapters to collect information on needs
they have as entities.
c. All input will be collected and presented as part of the first phase of program design and
development. The long term goal is to develop a graduate intake process that both
serves the needs of the fraternity nationally and locally.
d. The NAA will conduct benchmarking research on how other Greek organizations
nationally conduct their programs to develop a base of best practices.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me directly.

Oscar “Chief” Rodriguez
Tau Chapter ‘04
Communications / Technology NAA / North Texas Regional Director / DFWAA
communications@alumniknights.org - rd@ntxknights.org
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Inagural Austin Golf
Tournament
By Andres Arreguin
Brothers,
I am writing this to inform you of the upcoming Omega Delta Phi Austin Alumni Association 1st ever Golf Tournament.
This year the tournament will be held at Forest Creek Golf Course on August 9th 2014. Inform other brothers in the area
as well as close friends so that we have a good turn out. The tournament details are as follows;
Date - August 9th, 2014
Location - Forest Creek Golf Course
http://www.forestcreek.com.
Tee Time - 9:00AM
Tournament type - 4 man scramble (every team must have 1 brother minimum but can be made up of all brothers.)
Reverse Shotgun Start - means that every team will start from a different hole starting with hole 1, 18,17,16,15……in
reverse order. If you are paying for just yourself, you will be put with a team that day at random.
Fees - 100.00 per player (if registering a team it is 375.00 for 4)
Whats included - a round of 18 holes of golf, cart fees, 2 drink tickets and a burger buffet following the tournament.
Deadline to register - July 31st, please register on or before this date to ensure that we get as accurate a head count as
possible.
Prizes - NONE (read below why)
As some of you know, our dear friend and brother Lawrence Ramirez Jr. passed away a week ago. Law was a hilarious,
intelligent, caring brother who loved life but above all adored his wife Lilia and their first child Ximena Ramirez. We will
greatly miss our friend, but his legacy will live on through his wife and baby daughter Ximena. Therefore this year the
proceeds will go to a college fund for Ximena L. Ramirez to help our brothers beloved family in their time of need.
TO SIGN UP PLEASE REGISTER VIA PAYPAL AT:
www.scarletknights.org
- click the donate link and register your team. please send an email with confirmation and team members names to;
jlopez8903@yahoo.com
abel.pena.jr@gmail.com
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Social

RECAP

By Ruben Moody & Jose Fabian
Jimenez
In the ladder part of the spring semester. brothers have held successful socials with sororities, hosted unforgettable club
type events, competed in step and stroll competitions, and competed in intramural sports on campus. Participation in
these events provides brothers an outlet from studying and working, and also allows them to share our unmatched hype
with their campuses, sororities, and the
communities.
Alpha Delta Chapter (UT San Antonio) won1st place in KDChi’s “All of the Lights” Stroll Off while Alpha Psi Chapter (UCMerced) received 2nd place in RISC West Stroll Championship for the second year in the row.
While many times being social is narrowly defined as someone who parties a lot, social interaction is more important than
that. It is bigger than that. This is especially true when we use our ability of being social to bring people together to
support a great cause. Our brothers across the country use this ability to bring people together all the time and put together workshops, such as Delta chapter’s Salsa Sensation.
Our brothers across the country also don’t miss a chance to take part in some good competition, such as Alpha Xi, who
participated in the NPHC Kickball Tournament in their campus. Also, Alpha Kappa, Beta Gamma, and Beta Zeta chapters
each participated in their respective Greek Week against other Greek lettered organizations on their respective campuses.
Finally, it is always nice to meet other people and show support to other organizations such as Alpha Xi Chapter, Baylor
University who showed support Gamma Alpha Omega at their presentation this past semester. In addition, Xi Chapter,
UCO and OSU Colony supported the Sigma Chapter of Kappa Delta Chi at University of Oklahoma for their Psi Class
Presentation.

Alpha Kappa Chapter
Greek Week

Alpha Xi Chapter
GAO Presentation

Beta Zeta Chapter
Greek Week
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Beta Gamma Chapter
Greek Week

Pacific Region
RISC West Stroll Championship

Delta Chapter
Salsa Sensation

Xi Chapter, UCO and OSU Colony
KDChi Class Presentation

Alpha Xi Chapter
NPHC Kickball Tournament

TAMU-SA Colony
Cinco De Taco

Alpha Alpha Chapter
8th Annual Silver Rose Banquet
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Alpha Delta Chapter Takes 1st In Stroll Off at
UTSA

By: Lateef Ipaye

Alpha Delta Chapter, University of Texas-San Antonio,
won first place in Kappa Delta Chi’s 2nd Annual All of
the Lights Stroll Off.
“Winning was one of my happiest memories so far
because we proved that AD still has the hype,” Jalen
McKee said. “I just crossed in fall of 2013 so it was
my first competition and I was determined to make it a
success.”
Jalen explains the chapter were initially hesitant to
compete. “It was our first stroll competition since the
fall of 2011 at which we got second place,” he said.
“At Alpha Delta strolling and stepping are definitely not
our strongest points because we’ve decreased in size,
but we did know that we have had some excellent
strollers in previous years so we knew that if we competed we would need to hone in on that.”
The chapter held a series of tryouts where five
brothers initially committed but which it was Jalen,
David Bernal and Izzy Rodriguez who ended up
competing. Determined to make it a success, the stroll
team met for practice at least twice a week in 4-5 hour
intervals. This was all while balancing other
commitments as Jalen described.

Alpha Delta Chapter in their first round
performance

“Personally, I held four positions at my chapter and I was taking
sixteen credit hours,” he said. “David was working and Izzy was
taking upper division classes but somehow we made it work!”
The competition consisted of a fraternity and sorority division. The
fraternities in contention Sigma Lambda Beta from UTSA along
with an ODPhi team comprised of brothers from the Eta (Sam
Houston State University) and AL chapter (Stephen F. Austin).
Winning the competition provided a great opportunity to get the
fraternity’s name out there.
“AD, Eta, and AL definitely impressed the audience so we knew
ODPhi would take home the win,” Jalen said.
“I’ve been trying to bring publicity to ODPhi at UTSA since I
crossed and we definitely got a lot of attention from D9 and the
other MGC orgs. Now, it’s time to take the energy from stroll competition, and transfer it to rush this semester!”
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New Colony emerges after the
Forced Split from University of Houston

By: Edgar Veliz

The swift impact made by the University of HoustonDowntown (UH-D) colony has raised the bar for a
region that is synonymous with success. Whether it is
social, service or academics the UH-D colony has
excelled at each in its first year, earning the
recognition of “Greek Organization of the Year” at its
institution.
“Even without the award I feel that we accomplished
a lot as a colony,” Esteban Guana, a business major,
said. “We crossed four great guys, organized a lot of
events and the award is the cherry on top. It definitely
feels good to be recognized by the university.”

UHD Colony speaking at a local elementary
school about attending college

The collaboration they experienced among themselves established a foundation that allowed them to work with various organizations throughout the
year, giving them an edge over other nominees as the award winner was
selected.

“We won the award because of our collaboration with other organizations
on campus,” Guana said. “We don’t want to limit ourselves to our instituThe UH-D colony faced various challenges, but the
tion either. So we are working with Greek Summer Bash to expose our
most daunting proved to be organizing an active house colony to other organizations throughout Texas.”
that was compiled with brothers from at least five
different chapters; Alpha, Eta, Rho, Pi and Alpha Rho. One of the marquee events for the colony was a Hump Day with Alpha
As it became evident that UH-D would branch out from Kappa Alpha, which Marquez described as “a total success.”
the University of Houston, the brothers started hosting
various brotherhood events and study hours to
“We haven’t really worked with Divine Nine organizations and this was a
acclimate and prepare for their first full year as an
great opportunity to step outside our comfort zone,” Marquez said. “By
independent entity.
breaking that boundary we have opened a lot of doors and I am very
proud of all the brothers that put in the work to make this year a success.”
For Hector Marquez, this transition coincided with his
first taste of active status. Marquez crossed in the
As the academic school year began the colony established two goals;
semester before the official split.
recruit and raise awareness of the brand established at the colony, Main
Street Knights.
“It was very challenging but I loved it. I learned a lot
as a pledge but I learned twice as much as an active,” “Being a Main Street Knight is about embracing where you come from and
Marquez, a Spanish major, said. “I had to learn on the moving forward in a new path,” Lauadis Moore, a marketing major, said.
fly and mentor those who were coming up behind me. I “We took what we loved from our home chapters and collaborated to make
thought I knew what time management was but I
history here. This is a great opportunity with a lot of room to expand.”
developed new skills as we educated our first line.
It was a group effort that proved that brotherhood
The charter class crossed during the Spring 2014 semester. The class
doesn’t develop overnight.”
consists of Ryan Washington, Raymond Rodriguez, Johnny Tapia and
Mohammed Abdullah (Pictured Left, Named from Left to Right).
“Being a part of this brotherhood and crossing into this colony is a big
accomplishment,“ Rodriguez, a business management major said. “We
brought this house together through our prospective member process. We
are setting the bar for those who come after us and we’re proud to help
UH-D grow. We all have a passion for UHD and it is evident in the work we
put in.“
For many if not all of the members of the UH-D colony this recognition as
just the beginning. When asked, some referred to chapter status as their
next goal.
Charter Class
UHD Colony

“We’re grateful for all of the support we’ve received from all levels. We
receive input and advice from the national, regional and local level that
has assisted us tremendously,” Moore said. “ Everything we do is so
that we can achieve chapter status by Summer 2015.”
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Brotherhood

RECAP

By Jose Fabian, Denny Esquivel, &
Lateef Ipaye
The concept of brotherhood is something that is sometimes hard to explain to anyone that is standing on the outside
looking in. As brothers of Omega Delta Phi, the concept of brotherhood goes beyond being there for one another. Most
importantly, it is something that is meant to last a lifetime.
The first time any brotherhood experiences the real meaning of the brotherhood is their unmasking, such as that of Alpha
Theta, Alpha Sigma, and Beta Delta depicted here. It continues with brotherhood events on and off campus, such as Tau
chapter’s End of Year Banquet, or San Antonio Area brothers at the UTSA Festival de Cascarones.
The brotherhood also experienced major growth nationally with the addition of five new colonies in the first half of year:
Oklahoma State University, California State University, Stansilaus, University of Houston Downtown, Heritage University
and Portland State University. Both Stan State and UHD held their probates on the same date.
Then you have some events that are more important than any unmasking, banquet, or festival, such as Giovanni Angon’s
wedding from Alpha Chi Chapter (University of North Texas), or that of Bryan Aguilar from Xi Chapter (University of
Oklahoma) , pictured below. Regardless of what the event is, brotherhood is always important and we can always count
on our brothers to be there for each other.
Although we’ve experienced growth in the expansion of our brotherhood, we also suffered loss. Alpha Beta brother Juan
Carlos Meza Jr. and Delta brother were summoned to our Omega Chapter in the past few months. Time and time agan,
the brotherhood has been tested but we hope for clarity and understanding. As we move forward, we will never forget.

CSU-Stansilaus Colony
Newly Established Colony

Heritage Colony
Newly Established Colony
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Brotherhood

Portland State Colony
Newly Established Colony

Alpha Sigma Chapter
Probate

Alpha Theta Chapter

Tau Chapter
End of Year Banquet

San Antonio Brothers
UTSA Festival de Cascarones

Alpha Chi Chapter
Giovanni Angon’s Wedding

Xi Chapter
Brian Aguilar’s Wedding
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Gone But NeverLeadership
Forgotten:
Juan Carlos Meza Jr.
by Alpha Beta Chapter

				
				
				
				

Juan Carlos Meza Jr.
Crossed December 1, 2011
Alpha Beta Chapter
Summoned to Omega Chapter May 24, 2014

Juan Carlos Meza Jr. was born on October 22, 1991. Originally from Texas, but raised in Dowagiac, MI. Juan was a unique
individual, always full of life and with a reason to smile no matter the situation. He was someone that was always willing to
volunteer, and that reflected with his involvement in the community. Taking leadership roles such as site leader for a study
abroad program in Mexico, where he volunteered at a children’s shelter, organizing events with them and rebuilding their
shelter.
Due to an unfortunate car accident the morning of May 24, 2014, Juan Carlos Meza Jr passed. His loss was a
surprise to everyone, and took a toll on everyone that knew him. His chapter was fortunate enough to raise money for his
funeral services. Thanks to all the brothers around the world, and the people that knew Juan, a significant amount was
raised to contribute to that and his family. The loss of his life was a shock to everyone, but his memory lives on. RIO Sir
Aggresivo.
Juan is survived by his two loving parents, Juan & Alicia; sisters Natalia & Maria.
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Gone But NeverLeadership
Forgotten:
Lawrence Ramirez
by Luis Gonzalez

Lawrence Ramirez
Spring 1994
Delta Chapter Chapter
Zeta Line
Summoned to Omega Chapter June, 12, 2014

He was born Lawrence Ramirez one January 3rd in 1974 to Lawrence and Mary Eloise Ramirez of Victoria, TX and was
summoned from his earthly presence on June 12, 2014 in Austin, TX after suffering a heart attack. Brother Lawrence, or
Law Dog, as he was affectionately known by his chapter brothers at Delta, left an undoubted and lasting legacy in the wake
of his untimely passing. Lawrence grew up in Victoria, TX where he attended high school and graduated in the spring of
1992. His desire for a higher education led him to College Station, TX where he became a proud member of the Fightin’
Texas Aggie Family. Law pursued membership in the Delta Chapter of Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc. which at the time
was the first Latino based fraternity at A&M.
Lawrence was a member of the Zeta Line of Spring 1994 and he and his pledge brothers were activated into the
brotherhood, by way of the Delta Chapter that semester. Brother Law fulfilled the brotherhood’s goal of graduating its
members when he graduated from the Dwight Look College of Engineering at Texas A&M University with a Bachelors of
Science degree in Industrial Engineering in 1998. After crossing, Lawrence was credited with recruiting and solidifying many
brothers’ decisions to join Omega Delta Phi. Many a brothers have stated that Law was a huge influence in their decision to
pursue membership, in part due to his natural display of the fraternity’s values in all that he did. Ramirez was widely
considered by his chapter brothers as a selfless and kind individual, usually looking out for others more so than he did
himself.
“He was truly a brother’s keeper and put every brother’s needs above his own. He was the embodiment of all of our
sacraments. Many times I would go to him for advice and he would always listen intensely and give you his undivided
attention, no matter how busy he was” shared Delta alumnus Alberto Mares. Stanley Bertrand, his pledge brother, shared
a specific story highlighting Lawrence’s kindness and his regard for others. Stanley noted that he remembered Law racing
across campus in his red Escort trying to finish up work for the fraternity on West Campus when a bicyclist flew across his
hood. “The guy got up and apologized, but Law was like “Eff the car!! Are you ok?” He always cared more for others over
himself” revealed Bertrand.
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Gone But NeverLeadership
Forgotten:
Lawrence Ramirez
Continued
If there is one thing everyone knew about Law, it was that he was a “GQ Pretty Boy” according to brother Xavier Harell.
Other brothers echoed this sentiment and affirmed Lawrence’s obsession with looking good in his iron starched clothing,
regardless of the occasion.
“That brother used to spend more time getting ready than any girlfriend I ever had. Always pressed shirts, pressed khakis,
sport coat, perfectly coiffed hair. I learned to iron just by watching his ass get ready” remembered brother Jaime Noriega.
Lawrence’s death has left his wife Lilia Herrera reeling in heartbreak, especially since her husband and her have given birth
to their firstborn on July 5th, Ximena Lilia Ramirez. Lawrence’s passing leaves us hurt, broken, but it also poses a huge
responsibility; that of looking after Lilia and Ximena in the absence of our beloved brother. Delta alums coordinated a go fund
me campaign where moneys were collected for a scholarship fund to be setup in the name of baby Ximena and in loving
memory of Lawrence. However, the responsibility is one that brothers are happy to shoulder and which they will take up for
life, paying tribute to a brother who exuded brotherhood and Unity, Honesty, Integrity, and Leadership throughout his life.
Their oath of brotherhood is extended to both Lilia and Ximena as brothers will take it on themselves to look after our
departed brother’s family.
Notably, Law was the first brother to be summoned to the memorial chapter for our departed brothers in the 22 year history
of our treasured Delta chapter, a moment we all knew would eventually come but which we hoped would never arrive. “You
always get a sinking feeling when you start seeing Omega Chapter profile pics, but it really hit home today. RIP, Law…”
shared brother Leo Noriega on Facebook after hearing of Law’s passing.
And it is this very statement that sums up the tragedy that is losing a brother, especially one who has lived his life in line
with his personal values and those of the brotherhood he loved and swore himself to. Law was loved and he was loved
because he was selfless, he showed his brothers that he cared for them; he loved and in doing so, he reaped the very
emotion which he sowed, through his actions and in his everyday life.
“When I’ve come to the end of the road, and the sun has set for me. I want no tears in a gloom filled room, why cry for a soul
set free?” are the heartfelt words our brothers leave us with and we honor them by celebrating the lives of men like
Lawrence Ramirez who swore themselves to this brotherhood and did right by it every step of the way. Rest easy Law Dog
for when we call out to D-D-D-DELTA, we know you will be up there in heaven pressed shirt, khakis and all calling back to us
“OHHH SIT DOWNNN”!
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National Leadership
Institute: Where Ideas
Connect By Jacob-Aidan Martinez
Brothers,
I hope you’re as excited for the National Leadership Institute (NLI) as I am. As NLI Committee Chair, it’s been crazy getting everything prepped for a weekend full of fun and educational events.
Thursday, July 17 – Registration opens at 2 p.m. and will end at 8 p.m. Please make sure that you register as the lanyard/
name tag will be your ticket to all the events/sessions. There will be brothers checking to make sure that you are a registered brother. Every brother needs to register in order to attend any event. That night will be the Opening Ceremony where
we will be able to meet and greet with brothers from all across the nation. We will close with roll call and some final words
from some of the committee members.
Friday, July 18 – Registration will continue in the morning from 7 - 8a.m. for those brothers that come in late. Roll Call will
take place at 8:00 a.m. sharp. It is important that you show up to roll call so that your entity is marked as “present”. We
will have 4 breakout sessions that will take place back-to-back. All brothers will be broken up into 4 groups (at random)
and will follow that group throughout the day. The four sessions will cover an array of topics; from intake certification to
chapter website building. After the break-out sessions, brothers will have lunch (on your own). Following lunch, brothers
will be broken up into regions so that they can have a regional meeting with their regional director. That will conclude the
day events.
Join us at 6:30p.m. in the Wasatch Room 3&4 for the Omega Ceremony. This year we have had several brothers cross
into the Omega Chapter. Please show your respect by taking part of this powerful and traditional ceremony. Following the
ceremony, Beta Zeta will be hosting a stroll competition at the University of Utah, OSH Auditorium. Please join them as
we witness hype moves from several stroll teams. Teams that participate will have a chance to win cash prizes. That will
conclude Friday night’s events.
Saturday, July 19 – Roll Call will take place at 8 a.m. The National Undergraduate Council (NUC) will have several
presentations lined up for them. The first will be from Willis, our insurance provider, on updates and risk management
policies. Following our break, we will have our represent from the United Way present about our new philanthropic partner.
The representative will talk about ways that entities can get involved, and give us more information about the organization.
After that presentation, the NUC will then get to hear from the new National Undergraduate Representatives. Those that
have been pre-selected by the National Executive Council (NEC) will get a vote of confidence from the NUC in order to
be officially elected. The brothers will then break for lunch (on your own). Following lunch, Cedrick Darden will run the
official NUC Meeting. The NUC meeting will discuss any current issues, topics, and concerns that the entities have at the
time.
Join us at 7:00 p.m. in the Wasatch Room 3&4 for the President’s Open Forum and Awards. This will be your chance to
express any concerns to me. I will also present on the state of our organization, and give updates of all pending matters.
After the Q&A , we will announce awards and recognize those chapters/regions that have done outstanding work this
academic year. Following the awards ceremony, Beta Zeta will be hosting a club social event at “The Hotel”. Admission
for brothers will be $5 at the door. That will conclude Saturday night’s events.
Sunday, July 20 – We don’t have any “official” events. Please take this time to say your good-byes and have breakfast
with each other. Safe travels to everyone!
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#NLI2014
Official Hotel
by 7 Visions Staff

On behalf our staff, I would like to welome you all to our beautiful hotel! Our mission is to provide authentic hospitality by
making a difference in the lives we touch everyday. So whether you are traveling for business or leisure, or seeking
productivity or relaxation, we hope you will experience the Radisson touch. We are very pleased you will be joining us and
we look forward to meeting you.
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#NLI2014:
About Salt Lake City
		

by Visit Salt Lake City

We’re different. You’re welcome. Combining the amenities of a major metropolitan area with the friendliness of a quaint,
mountain town, Salt Lake is an ideal location for your next vacation, meeting/convention or your next family gathering. A
beautiful, safe, and vibrant destination, Salt Lake combines unparalleled access to natural recreation, a bustling economy,
dynamic nightlife, remarkable history, warm hospitality, and Utah’s Greatest Snow on Earth.™
Varied cultures, lifestyles, and religions? Salt Lake has ‘em. Salt Lake has a rich and celebrated diversity that surprises
many first-time visitors, with events and festivals highlighting the many groups which, together, enjoy the wonders of all
that the “Crossroads of the West” has to offer. Throughout the year, locals and visitors alike can enjoy a lengthy list of
multi-cultural and multi-ethnic events, from Pioneer Days, which features one of the largest and oldest parades in the nation, to one of the West’s largest Pride Festivals, from the Salt Lake Greek Festival to various Cinco de Mayo and Pacific
Island celebrations, and many others.

About Salt Lake City - Diversity. (1995, June 11). . Retrieved July 16, 2014, from http://www.visitsaltlake.com/
about-salt-lake/diversity/
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Salt Lake City: The Restaurants
by 7 Visions Staff

Blue Lemon
0.23 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
55 W South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 328-2583
http://www.bluelemon.com/menu/

Squatters Pub & Brewery
0.46 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
147 W Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 363-2739
http://www.viewmenu.com/squatters-pub-brewery/
menu?ref=google

Crown Burger Restaurant
0.22 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
377 E 200 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 532-1155
http://www.crown-burgers.com/menu.php

Tucanos Brazilian Grill
0.38 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
162 S 400 W, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 456-2550
http://www.tucanos.com/menu/salt-lake-city-menu.html

Red Iguana
0.82 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
736 W North Temple, Salt Lake City, UT 84116
(801) 322-1489
http://www.rediguana.com/menu

Carlucci’s Bakery
0.45 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
314 W Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 366-4484
http://www.carluccisbakery.com/our_menu.html

Tony Caputo’s Market & Deli
0.44 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
314 W. 300 S.
Salt Lake City, UT
801-531-8669
http://www.caputosdeli.com/menus/

Z’Tejas
0.45 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
191 S Rio Grande St, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 456-0450
http://ztejas.com/menus/#!/utah/

Takashi
0.57 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
18 W Market St, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 519-9595
http://www.urbanspoon.com/cities/54-salt-lake-city/
restaurants/592077-takashi/menu
Copper Onion
0.68 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
111 E Broadway, Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 355-3282
http://thecopperonion.com/men
Este Pizzeria
0.65 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
156 E 200 S
Salt Lake City, UT
(801) 363-2366
http://www.estepizzaco.com/menu1.html

PF Chang’s China Bistro
0.43 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
174 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 539-0500
https://www.pfchangs.com/menu/
Red Rock Brewing Company
0.38 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
254 S 200 W, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 521-7446
http://openmenu.com/restaurant/2138b840-15bb-11e0-b40e0018512e6b26
Caffe Molise
0.27 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
55 W 100 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 364-8833
http://www.caffemolise.com/?page_id=12
Beer Hive Pub
0.37 mi from Radisson Salt Lake City Downtown
128 S Main St, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 364-4268
http://www.urbanspoon.com/cities/54-salt-lake-city/
restaurants/1464971-beerhive-pub/menu
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Inferno Cantina (CLUB)
122 West Pierpoint Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

Bar X (BAR)

155 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Bourbon House (BAR)
19 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Bout Time Pub & Grub (BAR)
169 South Rio Grande St
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

Lumpys Downtown (BAR)
145 W Pierpoint Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

Lumpy’s Downtown

Cheers to You (BAR)
315 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Circle Lounge (CLUB)
328 South State Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Club Sound (CLUB)
579 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

Green Pig Pub & Grill (BAR)
31 East 400 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

The Hotel Bar & Nightclub (CLUB)

The Hotel Bar & NightClub

155 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
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